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Abstract

An effort to define specific photogrammetric parameters that could be incorporated into an extraterrestrial television mapping system through investigations of convergent photogrammetric stereomodels is described. Also described are error analyses of direct and external relative orientation, and practical tests that investigated: (1) aspects of TV image quality and its resulting influence upon mapping accuracy, and (2) the design of an effective analytical method for complex interior orientation calibration.
The long-range objective of this study is to provide definition of specific photogrammetric parameters that can be incorporated into the design of an orbital or flyby television system so that effective extraterrestrial mapping objectives may be satisfied.

The research itself is based on experience and results obtained from previous investigations (Refs. 1 and 2). In the application of photogrammetric requirements to orbiting and flyby television systems, it has been shown that a conventional parallel camera configuration can provide only limited capability. Because of adverse system limitations (i.e., small vidicon format, long focal length, limited photogrammetric image quality, etc.), in most of these cases, direct solution of the relative orientation problem is not possible and external orientation data must be used. Because of the lack of ground control points, the same applies to absolute orientation.

One solution to this problem is to use three-photo relative orientation instead of the conventional two-photo approach. This method has been discussed by many photogrammetrists (one of the best descriptions can be found in Ref. 3), but it has not found wide acceptance in photogrammetric practice, mainly because its accuracy improvement is not commensurable to the increased analytical effort (Ref. 4).

It was decided, therefore, to undertake analytical investigations of convergent camera configurations, which would enable a high base-to-height ratio and result in a simple and accurate mapping system without significantly reducing other imaging capabilities.

The first part of this project consists of modifications of the error analysis described in Refs. 1 and 2. This modification is necessary to satisfy the immediate objective of this study: definition of accuracies and tolerances required for the application of convergent photography for extraterrestrial mapping. This investigation is considered in relation to orbital or flyby altitudes and includes the influence of different image format-focal length-convergency and overlap combinations.

In the original approach to this problem, the interior orientation calibration errors (i.e., the focal length and the principal point eccentricity errors) were treated as any other random variables. However, unpublished research by the author shows that their influence is predominantly systematic despite their random origin. Therefore, to complete the study, it was necessary to analyze this systematic influence for similar parameter combinations as mentioned earlier.

An additional objective was to develop criteria required to establish optimum image quality and interior orientation parameters that uniquely qualify the spaceborne
television system for topographic mapping through the application of photogrammetric techniques.

This second part of the program objective has been met by utilizing laboratory studies for determination of image quality and interior orientation parameters for a television system. These tests involved application of a conventional stereometric camera system (Zeiss SMK-120) imaging a known accurate target field. Subsequent tests have utilized television scanning of the source target material to provide the required supporting data for the theoretical comparative investigations. Associated with these activities have been certain investigations regarding the effect of digital image processing on the overall photogrammetric capability of the system.

This information can then be used to develop image quality and calibration criteria that are controlling factors in the actual design of an ultimate mapping system. These factors have been described in terms of calibration requirements and accuracy tolerances, rather than specific procedures and techniques that are dependent upon the engineering design of a final system.

Final conclusions of this study consider the compatibility of the recommended configurations in relation to data reduction and map production capabilities.

The program can thus be divided into four basic research steps:

1. Error analysis of the direct and external relative orientation (considering the influence of image format–focal length–convergency and overlap combinations).

2. Analysis of the systematic interior orientation calibration errors (considering the influence of image format–focal length–principal point eccentricity and convergency combinations).

3. Image quality (considering the influence of resolution, random noise, reseau mark quality, photometric and geometric distortions, digital processing, etc.).

4. Interior orientation camera calibration (i.e., definition of complex camera system geometric distortions, correct focal length, and principal point eccentricity).

Some of these problems have already been described and briefly discussed (Ref. 5); however, in the interest of completeness and clarity, the most important results and aspects will be repeated here.

The general purpose of the research activities was twofold:

![Fig. 1. Photogrammetric mapping systems](image-url)
(1) To define the parameters of an optimum photogrammetric mapping system without concern for any existing state-of-the-art constraints.

(2) Same as in (1), assuming some general constraints that are compatible with the Mariner Mars 1969 and Mariner Mars 1971 missions.

In neither case, however, was there any intention to change existing photogrammetric or computational hardware or to design a new system.

II. Convergent Photogrammetry

The difference between a convergent and a normal (parallel) photogrammetric case is apparent from Fig. 1. It can clearly be seen that convergent photography results in a considerably improved base-to-height ratio, which is very favorable. However, there are certain undesirable constraints and limitations connected with this improvement, and these have a detrimental effect upon the final mapping accuracy or upon the general applicability of this method.

One of the limitations of convergent photography is that many conventional analog photogrammetric instruments are not equipped to accommodate large angles of convergency. However, analytical image evaluation and data reduction using a mono- or stereocomparator are absolutely unrestricted and unlimited in this respect.

It must also be realized that, compared to a normal case, convergent photogrammetry involves much more complicated mathematical relations; however, with the availability of efficient electronic computers, this should not represent any serious problem.

The greatest problem of convergent photography is the continuously changing image scale along the flight direction. This can considerably influence the mapping accuracy, particularly in cases of larger image formats and/or short focal lengths.

To define an optimum convergent photogrammetric system enabling not only an improved base-to-height ratio, but a considerably increased mapping accuracy as well, it was necessary to consider all the aforementioned factors and to analyze all their influences.

There is, of course, an unlimited number of convergency-overlap combinations that could be investigated. To obtain a realistic sample, the following parameters were chosen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convergency</th>
<th>$\gamma = 40, 80, 120$ deg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>Hundred percent overlap (HPO), negative overlap (NO), and positive overlap (PO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a given convergency $\gamma$, the desired overlap combination can be obtained by an appropriate change of the stereophotogrammetric base. These three basic combinations, which are shown in Fig. 2, represent the most significant convergent cases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hundred percent overlap</th>
<th>Complete maximum coverage of both images with relatively large scale differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative overlap</td>
<td>Shorter base results in a relatively small overlap; however, areas with the largest scale factor are utilized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive overlap</td>
<td>Longer base gives the best base-to-height ratio possible; however, only areas with the smallest scale factor are covered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before any further computations were made, a FORTRAN program was written to enable parameter determination of all the required convergency-overlap combinations.

The following symbols were used (Fig. 2):

$x, y =$ image coordinates in camera system

$f = -z =$ focal length

$O', O'' =$ left and right camera center of projection

$b =$ stereophotogrammetric base

$\gamma =$ angle of convergency

$\psi =$ camera angle of coverage

$\bar{x}, \bar{y}, \bar{z} =$ image coordinates transformed into a system parallel with the ground coordinate system

$X, Y, Z =$ ground coordinates ($Z$ is flight height)

Inasmuch as all computations are based on fictitious model data, the ground projection of each image format must be determined. This is done in two steps: first, the
Fig. 2. Overlap: 100%, negative, and positive
camera coordinate system parallel with the ground system is computed from

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x} \\
\tilde{y} \\
\tilde{z}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \frac{\gamma}{2} & 0 & \sin \frac{\gamma}{2} \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \frac{\gamma}{2} & 0 & -\cos \frac{\gamma}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} = R
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

Then, for a selected flight height \(Z\), the \(X\) and \(Y\) ground coordinates are computed from

\[
X = \tilde{x} \frac{Z}{\tilde{z}}
\]

(3)

\[
Y = \tilde{y} \frac{Z}{\tilde{z}}
\]

(2)

To perform a successful relative orientation, image coordinates of six corresponding points on the left and right pictures must be known. As can be seen from Fig. 2, these points are different for each of the three basic overlap combinations. Their coordinates can be determined from modified Eqs. (1–3):

\[
\tilde{x} = X \frac{z}{Z}
\]

(2a)

\[
\tilde{y} = Y \frac{z}{Z}
\]

(3a)

where \(z\) is constant for each of the considered cross-sections.

Similarly,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} = R^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x} \\
\tilde{y} \\
\tilde{z}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1a)

and since \(R\) is an orthogonal matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z
\end{bmatrix} = R^T
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x} \\
\tilde{y} \\
\tilde{z}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1b)

Furthermore, it is necessary to determine the stereophotogrammetric base for each of the three basic overlap combinations. Using Fig. 2, these relations are derived:

\[
\text{HPO: } b = Z \left[ \tan \left( \frac{\gamma}{2} - \psi \right) + \tan \left( \frac{\gamma}{2} + \psi \right) \right]
\]

(4)

\[
\text{NO: } b = 2Z \tan \frac{\gamma}{2}.
\]

(5)

\[
\text{PO: } b = Z \left[ \tan \left( \frac{\gamma}{2} \right) + \tan \left( \frac{\gamma}{2} + \psi \right) \right]
\]

(6)

These preliminary computations take care of the convergency-overlap problem; however, in an effort to represent a wide variety of image format–focal length combinations, the following parameters were chosen for investigation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Focal length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.5 mm: small vidicon (Surveyor or Mariner type)</td>
<td>25, 100, and 500 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mm: Large vidicon (not yet available)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 mm: Lunar Orbiter type film processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 mm: Large format film used in conventional photogrammetry (for comparison purposes only; its utilization in extraterrestrial photogrammetry is not presently feasible)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These combinations represent a reliable realistic sample of convergent stereophotogrammetric cases that are applicable for extraterrestrial mapping purposes. They were subjected to the complex error analysis described in Refs. 1 and 2; the results obtained and conclusions reached are described in detail in the sections that follow.

III. Relative Orientation

Relative orientation based on the principle of collinearity has been described in detail in Refs. 1 and 2; however, when relative orientation is applied to convergent photography, certain additional conditions must be met.
A. Basic Approach

The procedure is shown schematically in Fig. 3; the symbols used are defined as follows:

- $O', O''$ = left and right camera center of projection
- $X''', Y''', Z'''$ = base components in the left camera system
- $x', y', x'', y''$ = observed image coordinates
- $z', z''$ = left and right camera focal length
- $y = \text{angle of convergency}$
- $x''', y''', z'''$ = image coordinates rotated from the right into the left camera system
- $A = \text{orthogonal rotational matrix going from} \text{ "ground" into "photo"}$
- $X_0, Y_0, Z_0 = \text{model coordinates of an observed point in the left camera system}$
- $X_G, Y_G, Z_G = \text{model coordinates of an observed point in the ground coordinate system}$

The basic idea is the same as in the normal parallel case. The left camera system remains fixed and all rotations $(\omega, \phi, \kappa)$ and translations $(Y''', Z''')$ are performed in the right camera system until all corresponding rays intersect at a proper elevation and without any model $Y$-parallaxes.

These five unknown parameters are determined by an iterative least-squares adjustment. The $X$-component of the base $X''$ is again deliberately chosen as equal to one, because, in relative orientation, scaling is of no interest; however, two more approximate starting values must be supplied: the $Z$-component of the base $Z'$ and rotation $\phi'$:

$$Z'' = -\tan \frac{y}{2}$$
$$\phi'' = y$$

If the right camera is properly oriented with respect to the left camera, model coordinates of any measured point can be computed in the left camera system:

$$Z_0 = \frac{Z'' x''' - z'''}{x''' - z'''}$$

where

$$\begin{bmatrix} x'' \\ y'' \\ z''' \end{bmatrix} = A^T \begin{bmatrix} x'' \\ y'' \\ z''' \end{bmatrix} = A^T C$$

and also

$$X_0 = \frac{x'}{z'} Z_0$$
$$Y_0 = \frac{y'}{z'} Z_0$$

Model coordinates $X_0, Y_0, Z_0$ would be of little practical use and, therefore, they must be further rotated into the ground coordinate system:

$$\begin{bmatrix} X_0 \\ Y_0 \\ Z_0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \frac{y}{2} & 0 & \sin \frac{y}{2} \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin \frac{y}{2} & 0 & \cos \frac{y}{2} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} X_0 \\ Y_0 \\ Z_0 \end{bmatrix} = R \begin{bmatrix} X_0 \\ Y_0 \\ Z_0 \end{bmatrix}$$

In conventional photogrammetry, error analysis of relative orientation is of little importance because least-squares adjustment of all model points into given ground control points gives sufficient statistical criteria. However, in extraterrestrial photogrammetry, it is vitally important because of an absolute lack of reliable ground control points.
The detailed mathematical derivation of this error analysis can be found in Refs. 1 and 2; therefore, only final results will be given here.

Standard errors of any computed model point can be determined from:

\[
\mathbf{M}_0^* = \begin{bmatrix}
  m_{x_0 x_0} & m_{x_0 y_0} & m_{x_0 z_0} \\
  m_{y_0 x_0} & m_{y_0 y_0} & m_{y_0 z_0} \\
  m_{z_0 x_0} & m_{z_0 y_0} & m_{z_0 z_0}
\end{bmatrix} = \mu^2 \mathbf{S} \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{S}^T
\]  

(12)

where

\[\mathbf{M}_0^* = \text{variance–covariance matrix of a model point}\]
\[\mu = \text{standard error of unit weight}\]
\[\mathbf{Q} = \text{inverse weight matrix of the 14 or 11 parameters involved}\]
\[\mathbf{S} = \text{coefficient matrix of observation equations}\]

When two different cameras are used, these 14 parameters are involved in the error analysis:

\[\omega, \phi, \kappa = \text{rotations of the right camera with respect to the left camera}\]
\[Z'_{0} = \text{Z-component of the base}\]
\[x'_m, y'_m, x''_m, y''_m = \text{measured left and right image coordinates}\]
\[x'_p, y'_p, x''_p, y''_p = \text{left and right principal point eccentricity}\]
\[z', z'' = \text{left and right camera focal length}\]

If the same camera is used for both exposures, certain simplifications are possible: it is evident that

\[z' = z'' = z, \quad x'_p = x''_p = x_p, \quad y'_p = y''_p = y_p\]

and the number of parameters is reduced to 11.

The reliability of this relative orientation error analysis is to a great extent dependent on the determination of the elements (co-factors) of the inverse weight matrix \(\mathbf{Q}\).

A complete array of co-factors of the first four parameters (i.e., \(\omega, \phi, \kappa, \) and \(Z'_{0}\)) can be obtained directly from the relative orientation least-squares adjustment, which definitely must be done.

However, the remaining co-factors, particularly the mixed terms, present a different problem. Theoretically, the observed image coordinates \(x', y', x'', y''\) are correlated with the parameters mentioned earlier and, consequently, all mixed co-factors should be determined. But these correlations are based upon extremely complicated mathematical relations that make their complete computation prohibitively difficult and time consuming. Moreover, general analytical experience shows that the influence of such co-factors usually is very small. It was decided, therefore, to treat these co-factors as uncorrelated and to assign zero values to all these mixed terms. Thus, only the co-factors on the main diagonal are considered to be relevant.

However, it is absolutely necessary to reduce all co-factors to the same basic standard error of unit weight; otherwise, completely misleading and false results would be received.

The remaining parameters (i.e., principal point eccentricities \(x'_p, y'_p, x''_p, y''_p\) and focal lengths \(z', z''\)) present yet another problem. In this case, there can be no doubt that correlations between these parameters and those mentioned earlier can be neglected, which results in a simple determination of their corresponding co-factors along the main diagonal only. They may be correlated to some extent between themselves, depending upon the method of their original calibration, but this is not significant. These aspects are discussed in Sections V and VII of this report; however, for given purposes, they were assumed to be uncorrelated as well.

**B. Consideration of Additional Error Influences**

This was the original approach of analytical error analysis application to fictitious convergent photogrammetric stereopairs described in Section II. The results obtained showed a very interesting pattern, and, therefore, it was necessary to expand considerably the planned research activities by investigating new important fields of error influences.

This conclusion can be considered of fundamental importance. It was proven that the influence of errors of interior orientation parameters (i.e., focal length and principal point eccentricity) upon the accuracy of relative orientation is negligible and insignificant if these parameters are calibrated within a reasonable degree of accuracy.

On the other hand, the situation is completely changed and gains a new significance if the calibration of parameters is not correctly performed, is incomplete, or is not performed at all. This very often has been the case in technical practice, and experience has shown that inaccuracies incurred this way can become quite large.
In this case, the influence and propagation of these calibration errors tends to be strictly systematic, although their origin definitely is random. This can result in very unpleasant consequences. It is necessary, therefore, to treat these errors separately as systematic errors, rather than as random errors, if realistic and reliable conclusions are to be obtained.

This was done in an exhaustive manner; the results and conclusions are discussed in Section V. The results and conclusions shed new light on problems connected with interior orientation calibration that are described in Section VII. The following fictitious convergent stereomodels were used for this error analysis:

**Small vidicon**
- \( \gamma = 40 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 0.7-1.0 \))
- \( \gamma = 80 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 1.7-2.2 \))
- \( \gamma = 120 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 3.5-5.1 \))

**Large vidicon**
- \( \gamma = 40 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 0.7-1.4 \))
- \( \gamma = 80 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 1.7-3.0 \))
- \( \gamma = 120 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 25,100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 3.5-14.8 \))

**Lunar Orbiter**
- \( \gamma = 40 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 0.7-1.2 \))
- \( \gamma = 80 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 1.7-2.5 \))
- \( \gamma = 120 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 3.5-7.0 \))

**Large format**
- \( \gamma = 40 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 0.7-2.5 \))
- \( \gamma = 80 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 1.7-12.3 \))
- \( \gamma = 120 \text{ deg} \) (\( f = 100,500 \text{ mm}; b/Z = 3.5-4.7 \))

All these models were then computed for 100% overlap, negative overlap, and positive overlap, except in the case of large format (\( \gamma = 120 \text{ deg} \); \( f = 100 \text{ mm} \)), where only negative overlap was possible. This also explains the relatively small range for the base-to-height ratio for this model as compared with the other models, particularly with the Lunar Orbiter type.

The success or failure of any error analysis is dependent upon the quality and reliability of the initial information; i.e., valid interpretations and conclusions can result only from properly collected and representative data.

It is believed that the statistical sample, represented by the aforementioned stereomodels, is fully reliable and realistic in this respect.

The flight height was deliberately chosen as equal to 1000 km, and only the base-to-height ratio was changed to obtain the desired overlap (see Section II). This was possible because all standard errors were computed in percentages of the spacecraft altitude, which enables a convenient application of this error analysis to any practical problem. In reality, the propagation of errors will not necessarily be linear with respect to altitude because of diminishing resolution, general image quality, etc. However, this influence can be overcome simply by proportionately increasing or decreasing image observation accuracy.

To simulate a correct propagation of errors for each of the contemplated convergent stereomodels, the procedure described in the paragraphs that follow was adopted.

It was desired that the standard observational error be tabulated in steps of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \); therefore, image coordinates of each of the six points involved in relative orientation adjustment (see Section I) were changed on both images by 3.75 \( \mu \text{m} \).

The ratio between these two values is equal to 0.75, which is approximately the ratio between the average and the standard error. This approach proved to be correct because all residual and standard errors resulting from the least-squares adjustment corresponded favorably to their original assumed values.

However, one more step is necessary to fully adapt the aforementioned relative orientation error analysis to convergent photogrammetric cases.

As shown in Fig. 3, Eqs. (7), (9), and (10) determine model coordinates in a system rotated by \( \gamma/2 \) with respect to the ground coordinate system, and, consequently, corresponding standard errors computed from Eq. (12) relate to the same inclined system.

These results, of course, are of little practical value and must be further transformed into the ground coordinate system to gain real significance.

Following the rules of error propagation for a function of dependent variables, this equation can be written:

\[
M_2 = R M_1 R^T \tag{12a}
\]
where

\[ M_B = \text{variance-covariance matrix of a model point transformed into the ground coordinate system} \]
\[ R = \text{rotational matrix from Eq. (11)} \]
\[ M_0 = \text{variance-covariance matrix of an untransformed model point computed from Eq. (12)} \]

C. Results

1. General discussion. Results of the error analyses are shown in Fig. 4 according to the pertinent stereo-models mentioned earlier (i.e., small vidicon, large vidicon, Lunar Orbiter, and large format).

The vertical scale represents observational standard errors of assumed TV images up to ±25 \( \mu \)m and the horizontal scale shows the anticipated maximum standard height errors \( \sigma_Z/Z \). The empirical limit (0.025%) used in conventional photogrammetry is marked by a dashed line.

The curves representing the propagation of errors are numbered according to respective parameter combinations (i.e., convergency-overlap-focal length and \( b/Z \) ratio combinations) that are described in a table in the upper part of each graph.

The information obtained from Fig. 4 would not be complete if it were not possible to know the difference between the maximum and minimum standard height errors. This supplemental information is given in Table 1. The average standard error can thus be expected to lie somewhere between these two extreme limits.

Table 1. Relative orientation: difference between maximum and minimum standard height errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereomodel</th>
<th>Standard height error, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL = 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small vidicon</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large vidicon</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar Orbiter</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large format</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( aFL = \text{focal length.} \)

The resulting maximum standard height errors \( \sigma_Z/Z \), although expressed in percentages of the flight height, should be considered as absolute errors (i.e., pertaining to two or more different relative orientations of the same model, or to relative orientations of two or more models).

If one relative orientation of one model only is considered, then resulting relative standard errors are somewhat smaller than those shown in Fig. 4. However, these errors have a very doubtful significance and, therefore, have not been analyzed for the purpose of this report.

Positional standard errors \( \sigma_X \) and \( \sigma_Y \) do not require a special analysis either as they are correlated with \( \sigma_Z \) and are usually smaller, or at least of the same order.

2. Interpretation of results. The manner in which Fig. 4 is composed enables the following convenient multiple interpretation to be made.

a. Determination of anticipated mapping accuracy. For known or assumed definite spacecraft system parameters and for known or assumed image accuracy, anticipated mapping accuracy can be determined.

Example: The spacecraft system parameters are defined by \( \gamma = 80 \deg \), 100% overlap, and \( f = 100 \text{ mm} \). (Because the camera is equipped with a small vidicon format, refer to Fig. 4a.) From the table in Fig. 4a, it can be determined that curve 3 is representative of this particular combination. Furthermore, it is expected that observational standard errors will be between ±10 and ±15 \( \mu \)m. Finding these values on the vertical scale and using curve 3, corresponding maximum standard height errors can be found on the horizontal scale as 0.1 and 0.16%. According to the data in Table 1, minimum errors differ from the maximum errors by 30% and, therefore, they can be expected to lie between 0.07 and 0.11%. The average mapping accuracy that can be reasonably expected can then be interpolated from these values.

b. Determination of parameters of a specific camera system. For required mapping accuracy and for known or assumed image accuracy, parameters of a specific camera system can be determined.

Example: Lunar Orbiter-type camera with \( f = 500 \text{ mm} \) is used. Image accuracy is assumed to be ±10 \( \mu \)m and the required mapping accuracy should not exceed 0.3%. The answer (i.e., the remaining spacecraft system parameters) can be found from Fig. 4a. It is apparent that curves 1–6 comply with the given requirements, which means that either \( \gamma = 80 \deg \) (HPO, NO, PO) or \( \gamma = 120 \deg \) (HPO, NO, PO) must be used, whereas \( \gamma = 40 \deg \)
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(HPO, NO, PO) lie outside of the acceptable limits (this information can be extracted from the table shown in the upper part of the graph).

c. **Determination of required observational image accuracy.** For required mapping accuracy and for known or assumed definite camera system parameters, required observational image accuracy can be determined.

Example: The camera is equipped with a large vidicon format and the spacecraft system parameters are defined by \( \gamma = 120 \) deg and \( f = 100 \) mm. The required mapping accuracy should not exceed 0.05%. (In this case, it can readily be seen that curves 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 4b must be used.) Using an approach similar to that described earlier, the necessary observational standard errors can be determined:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pm 16.5 \mu m & \text{ for } \gamma = 120 \text{ deg (HPO)} \\
\pm 14.0 \mu m & \text{ for } \gamma = 120 \text{ deg (NO)} \\
\pm 10.0 \mu m & \text{ for } \gamma = 120 \text{ deg (PO)}
\end{align*}
\]

This also was how the obtained data were analyzed.

3. **Characteristics of convergent photography.** Several conclusions can, therefore, be pointed out as characteristic of convergent photography.

a. **Base-to-height ratio improvement.** Base-to-height ratio is considerably improved as compared with the normal parallel case (Fig. 1).

External "forced" relative orientation (i.e., orientation based on supplied parameters) was the only solution for many normal parallel cases, as was shown in Refs. 1 and 2. This approach, however, is not necessary in convergent photography. This point is a very important and favorable conclusion.

The performed analysis has shown that the improved base-to-height ratio due to convergency guarantees better results for direct relative orientation than any practically obtainable data could achieve. Only for a few extreme cases might this method prove to be desirable (a detailed discussion of these aspects is given in Section IV).

b. **Obtained accuracy improvement.** It can responsibly be said that for the small vidicon the obtained accuracy can be improved at least 15 times compared with results described in Refs. 1 and 2, and, which is even more important, the accuracy is greater than that obtained from "external" relative orientation. For the large vidicon and the Lunar Orbiter-type photography, these differences were not determined, but they also can be expected to be of a considerable degree. The large format shows only a slight improvement, which was expected. These results are summarized in Table 2. "No data" entry means that this case was not computed, whereas "no solution" entry indicates that the system of normal equations was ill-conditioned and failed to converge. A more detailed comparison is given in Section IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereomodel</th>
<th>Obtained accuracy, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL = 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small vidicon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergent</td>
<td>0.08–0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.4–4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (&quot;external&quot;)</td>
<td>0.2–1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large format</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergent</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (&quot;external&quot;)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be realized that this improvement is a function of convergency, image format, focal length, and changing image scale (i.e., overlap), and that this relation is rather complicated. These problems will be analyzed at length in the paragraphs dealing with individual image formats (stereomodels).

c. **Design requirements.** The performed error analysis clearly indicates that efforts to design a large format TV system will have to be undertaken, or some sort of Lunar Orbiter-type photography will have to be adapted if reliable and accurate mapping is desired as the primary objective of a planetary orbital or flyby mission.

The small vidicon, although its application to convergent photography shows a considerable accuracy improvement compared with normal photography, simply cannot achieve a fully satisfactory mapping capability, regardless of all technical precautions and of the highest care devoted to data collection and reduction.

d. **Importance of measurement accuracy.** The importance of highly accurate measurements for all image coordinates is clearly apparent from Fig. 4. The curves representing the law of propagation of errors are rather
flat and, therefore, the question of observational accuracy becomes a critical one.

This problem is closely related to the problem of image quality and of camera interior orientation calibration. Some of its aspects are described in Sections VI and VII; however, other research efforts on this subject would prove most rewarding.

D. Conclusions

Considering the representative stereomodels (i.e., according to image formats), the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Small vidicon. The conclusions with respect to the small vidicon format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. A considerable improvement in mapping accuracy exists between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg, whereas there is almost no difference between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg. This conclusion pertains to all considered focal lengths.

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies. There is a noticeable decrease in accuracy for all convergent combinations with increased focal length. This seemingly defies the generally accepted parallax law of propagation of errors; however, it should be recollected that exactly the same phenomenon was encountered in normal parallel cases too (Refs. 1 and 2). This discrepancy was explained as being due to difficulties connected with the very narrow angle vidicon photography and evidently not even convergent combinations are able to completely eliminate this drawback.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming an observational error $\sigma = \pm 10 \mu m$, the following combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.05 and 0.1%:

For $f = 25$ mm: $\gamma = 80$ deg (HPO, NO, PO) and $\gamma = 120$ deg (HPO, NO, PO)

For $f = 100$ mm: $\gamma = 80$ deg (HPO, NO) and $\gamma = 120$ deg (HPO, NO)

For $f = 500$ mm: none

All other combinations exceed the 0.1% limit and, therefore, are not accepted as sufficiently accurate.

These errors, of course, represent the maximum standard height errors; minimum or estimated average values may be obtained from Table 1.

d. General conclusions. Thus, as was mentioned earlier, the general conclusion for the small vidicon format appears not to be too favorable. Although there is a remarkable improvement on the order of magnitude between the normal and convergent cases, the absolute mapping accuracy still lies far to the right of the empirical limit of 0.025%, regardless of the precautions taken or the special arrangements made.

2. Large vidicon. The conclusions with respect to the large vidicon format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The accuracy analysis according to individual lengths is as follows:

For $f = 25$ mm: slight improvement between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; considerable decrease between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

For $f = 100$ mm: considerable increase between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; almost no difference between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

For $f = 500$ mm: considerable increase between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; slight improvement between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies. The accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies is as follows:

For $\gamma = 40$ deg: gradual decrease with increased focal length

For $\gamma = 80$ deg: increase between $f = 25$ and $f = 100$ mm; decrease between $f = 100$ and $f = 500$ mm

For $\gamma = 120$ deg: considerable increase between $f = 25$ and $f = 100$ mm; considerable decrease between $f = 100$ and $f = 500$ mm

Thus, the parallax law discrepancy, so significant for the small vidicon format, is much less significant here. This can be viewed as a very favorable conclusion.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming an observational error $\sigma = \pm 10 \mu m$, these combinations can be
expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.03 and 0.05%:

For $f = 100$ mm: $\gamma = 80$ deg (HPO, NO, PO) and $\gamma = 120$ deg (HPO, NO, PO) and these between 0.05 and 0.1%:

For $f = 25$ mm: $\gamma = 40$ deg (HPO, NO, PO), $\gamma = 80$ deg (HPO, NO, PO), and $\gamma = 120$ deg (NO)

For $f = 500$ mm: $\gamma = 80$ deg (HPO, NO) and $\gamma = 120$ deg (HPO, NO)

All other combinations exceed these limits, some to a great degree.

Again, the difference between these maximum standard height errors and their minimum and estimated average values can be found in Table 1.

d. General conclusions. These results can be considered as very good. Although most of the curves still lie to the right of the empirical limit line used in conventional photogrammetry, they are much closer to it and a considerable accuracy improvement exists between the small and the large vidicon formats. Therefore, all efforts should be devoted to the problem of development and construction of a large vidicon format. Based on this error analysis, this seems to be one of the main obstacles to a reliable and accurate extraterrestrial orbital or flyby mapping system.

3. Lunar Orbiter. The conclusions with respect to the Lunar Orbiter format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths is as follows:

For $f = 25$ mm: not feasible

For $f = 100$ mm: accuracy increase between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; decrease between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

For $f = 500$ mm: considerable improvement between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; practically no change between $\gamma = 80$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies. The accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies is as follows:

For $\gamma = 40$ deg: considerable accuracy decrease with increased focal length

For $\gamma = 80$ deg: mapping accuracy is practically the same for any focal length selected

For $\gamma = 120$ deg: gradual improvement between $f = 100$ mm and $f = 500$ mm

Thus, the parallax discrepancy influence can be found in $\gamma = 40$ deg models only, whereas error propagation for all the other convergent combinations is much more like in conventional photogrammetry.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming an observational error $\sigma = \pm 10 \mu m$, almost all combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.015 and 0.03%. These are the only few exceptions:

For $f = 100$ mm: $\gamma = 40$ deg (HPO, NO) and $\gamma = 120$ deg (HPO, PO) lie between 0.03 and 0.04%

For $f = 500$ mm: $\gamma = 40$ deg (HPO, NO, PO) lie between 0.1 and 0.2%, which, of course, is unacceptable

Similarly, as before, these values represent maximum standard height errors; the minimum and estimated average values can be determined from Table 1.

d. General conclusions. These results can be considered excellent. A great majority of the curves either cross the empirical limit line, or lie very close to it, which means that the obtained results are practically equivalent to those of conventional photogrammetry. Therefore, Lunar Orbiter-type photography should be applied whenever possible.

4. Large format. The conclusions with respect to the large format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths is as follows:

For $f = 25$ mm: not feasible

For $f = 100$ mm/HPO: considerable decrease between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; $\gamma = 120$ deg is not feasible

For $f = 100$ mm/NO: practically no change between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 120$ deg

For $f = 100$ mm/PO: considerable decrease between $\gamma = 40$ and $\gamma = 80$ deg; $\gamma = 120$ deg is not feasible
For \( f = 500 \text{ mm} \): considerable increase between \( \gamma = 40 \) and \( \gamma = 80 \) deg; practically no change between \( \gamma = 80 \) and \( \gamma = 120 \) deg

It must be realized that large format combinations were investigated for comparison purposes only, because under the present state-of-the-art conditions, their utilization in extraterrestrial photogrammetry is out of the question. However, the results obtained are very interesting. It is evident that with the exception of very large focal lengths, convergent combinations have a detrimental influence upon the mapping accuracy and, therefore, should be avoided.

**b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies.** The accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies is as follows:

For \( \gamma = 40 \) deg: practically the same accuracy for any selected focal length

For \( \gamma = 80 \) deg: considerable improvement between \( f = 180 \) and \( f = 500 \) mm

For \( \gamma = 120 \) deg: considerable improvement between \( f = 100 \) and \( f = 500 \) mm (NO only, of course)

Thus, as could only be expected, the parallax discrepancy is completely absent from any of these combinations.

**c. Absolute mapping accuracy.** Assuming an observational error \( \sigma = \pm 10 \mu \text{m} \), almost all combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.005% and 0.03%. This is the only exception:

For \( f = 100 \) mm; \( \gamma = 80 \) deg (HPO, PO) is approximately 0.055%

And, again, the minimum and estimated average values of standard height errors can be found in Table 1.

**d. General conclusions.** These results reflect the optimum conditions of conventional photogrammetry and can thus be considered as perfect. They also again indirectly confirm the correctness of the theoretical error analysis derived in Refs. 1 and 2.

Compared with normal parallel cases (see Refs. 1 and 2) only a few and small differences can be found. As was mentioned earlier, application of convergent photogrammetry to large formats and normal focal lengths cannot be recommended. Narrow-angle photography brings a certain increase of mapping accuracy, but this improvement cannot make up for all the other difficulties connected with evaluation of convergent models (see Section II), and, therefore, convergent photography should not be attempted whenever large format cameras are available.

5. **Summary of conclusions.** The most significant and important conclusions concerning relative orientation may be summarized as follows:

1. Unlike normal parallel cases, convergent photography can successfully and satisfactorily be utilized in an orbital or flyby mission.

2. Compared with normal parallel cases, convergent stereomodels not only make a direct evaluation of a small vidicon format stereomodel possible, but also result in considerably improved mapping accuracy, which is a fundamental and significant conclusion.

It must be realized that the capabilities of a convergent small vidicon system still remain to some extent limited and, as a result of this, highly accurate and reliable mapping requirements cannot be expected to be fully satisfied by its application, particularly not when narrow-angle photography is considered, which, of course, is the most likely case in extraterrestrial photogrammetry.

3. The large vidicon format system yields much better overall results in this respect and, therefore, all efforts should be made to assure its timely development and construction.

4. The *Lunar Orbiter* format size is unquestionably the best in all respects and, therefore, should be used for orbital or flyby mapping missions whenever possible. Thus, the image format becomes a key factor as far as mapping accuracy is concerned.

**IV. External Relative Orientation**

A. **Approach**

As has been explained (see Refs. 1 and 2), direct relative orientation of a normal photogrammetric stereopair based on narrow-angle photography either cannot be performed at all, or resulting residual and standard errors are excessively large.

Therefore, instead of using observed image coordinates for a direct relative orientation, trajectory parameters are used for an external "forced" relative orientation. In this manner, model coordinates can always be computed and, knowing the standard errors of these parameters and
applying the derived error analysis, the final mapping accuracy can be determined as well.

As was shown in Section III, this approach is not necessary in convergent photography. The performed error analysis has shown that convergent models guarantee better results for direct relative orientation than any practically obtainable data for normal stereopairs could achieve. This conclusion is apparent from Table 2.

To complete the investigation, it was also necessary to compare the differences between the direct and external solutions for the assumed convergent stereomodels themselves.

Equations (12) and (12a) were applied to the pertinent models described in Section III and four different tests were computed for each of them. The corresponding parameter accuracy combinations, which closely approximate linear distributions in image observations, are shown in Table 3. Interior orientation calibration errors have a tendency to act as systematic errors and will be treated as such in the following section. To be consistent, therefore, it was necessary for the given purpose to consider them as nonexistent. This fact is clearly reflected in Table 3.

Determination of the elements (co-factors) of the inverse weight matrix is very simple because, in this particular case, all involved parameters can be treated as uncorrelated and, therefore, only elements on the main diagonal are required. These elements must, of course, unconditionally be reduced to the same basic standard error of unit weight.

Otherwise, exactly the same approach as for direct solution was used; i.e., whenever possible, every model was computed for 100% overlap, negative overlap, and positive overlap, and the resulting standard height errors were shown in percentages of the flight height.

B. Results

1. General discussion. The results of the performed error analysis are shown in Fig. 5, according to the assumed stereomodels (i.e., small vidicon, large vidicon, Lunar Orbiter, and large format).

Similarly, as before, only maximum standard height errors were considered in these graphs; minimum and interpolated average values can be found in Table 4.

a. Determination of anticipated mapping accuracy. For known or assumed definite spacecraft system parameters and for their known or assumed accuracy combination from Table 3, anticipated mapping accuracy can be determined.

Table 3. External relative orientation: combinations of parameter accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard error parameters</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation, rad</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dZ0, base component, % of base</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image coordinates, μm</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal point, μm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal distance, μm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. External relative orientation: difference between maximum and minimum standard height errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereomodel</th>
<th>Standard height error, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL = 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small vidicon</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large vidicon</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar Orbiter</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large format</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: The spacecraft system parameters are defined by γ = 120 deg, negative overlap, and f = 25 mm. (Because the camera is equipped with a small vidicon format, refer to Fig. 5a.) From the Fig. 5a table, it can be determined that curve 3 is representative of this particular combination. Furthermore, it is expected that standard errors of the parameters used for external relative orientation correspond to those of test 3 in Table 3. The expected
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mapping accuracy of 0.35% can then be found as an intersection of the horizontal line 3 and curve 3. This is, of course, the maximum standard height error; the minimum and average values can be estimated from Table 4 as 50 and 25% less, respectively.

b. Determination of a specific camera system. For required mapping accuracy and for known or assumed external parameter accuracy, a specific camera system can be determined.

Example: Lunar Orbiter size format with \( f = 100 \) mm is used. External parameter accuracy is assumed to correspond to results of test 2 in Table 3. The required mapping accuracy should be less than 0.15%. The remaining spacecraft system parameters (i.e., the convergence–overlap combinations) can be found from Fig. 5c. It is apparent that curves 1–3 comply with the given requirements and (referring to the attached table) this means that \( \gamma = 40 \) deg (HPO, NO, PO), \( \gamma = 80 \) deg (HPO, NO, PO), or \( \gamma = 120 \) deg (NO) must be used, whereas \( \gamma = 120 \) deg (HPO, PO) lie outside the acceptable limits.

c. Determination of required external parameter accuracy. For required mapping accuracy and for known or assumed definite camera system parameters, required external parameter accuracy can be determined.

Example: The camera is equipped with a large vidicon format and the spacecraft system is defined by \( \gamma = 120 \) deg and \( f = 25 \) mm. The required mapping accuracy should not exceed 0.2%. Referring to Fig. 5b, it can be seen immediately that curves 3 and 4 intersect the given limit. Using an approach similar to that described earlier, the necessary external parameter accuracy can be determined from Table 3:

Test (combination) 1 for \( \gamma = 120 \) deg (HPO, PO)

Test (combination) 2 for \( \gamma = 120 \) deg (NO)

C. Conclusions

Considering the representative stereomodels (i.e., according to image formats), the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Small vidicon. The conclusions with respect to the small vidicon format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The final mapping accuracy appears to be constant for any convergence–overlap combination.

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies. Mapping accuracy gradually improves with increased focal length; i.e., the parallax law discrepancy, which was so significant for the direct relative orientation solution, is not present here.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming an external parameter accuracy combination equal to that of test 2 in Table 3, these spacecraft system combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.08 and 0.1%.

For \( f = 25 \) mm: none (they exceed this limit up to 0.17%)

For \( f = 100 \) mm and \( f = 500 \) mm: all convergence–overlap combinations

These are, of course, maximum standard height errors; their minimum and average values can be estimated from Table 4.

2. Large vidicon. The conclusions with respect to the large vidicon format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths is as follows:

For \( f = 25 \) mm: mapping accuracy is constant, except for \( \gamma = 120 \) deg (HPO, PO) that show a sharp decrease

For \( f = 100 \) mm and \( f = 500 \) mm: constant

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The conclusion is the same as that for the small vidicon.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming test 2 qualifications, these spacecraft system combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.07 and 0.1%.

For \( f = 25 \) mm: none (they exceed this limit up to 0.55%)

For \( f = 100 \) mm and \( f = 500 \) mm: all convergence–overlap combinations
The difference between these maximum standard height errors and their minimum and interpolated average values can, again, be found in Table 4.

3. Lunar Orbiter. The conclusions with respect to the Lunar Orbiter format are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

a. Accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths. The accuracy analysis according to individual focal lengths is as follows:

For $f = 25$ mm: not feasible

For $f = 100$ mm: small decrease with increased convergency, only $\gamma = 120$ deg (NO) is the same as $\gamma = 40$ deg (HPO, NO, PO)

For $f = 500$ mm: constant

b. Accuracy analysis according to individual convergencies. Mapping accuracy increases with increased focal length, in some cases considerably.

c. Absolute mapping accuracy. Assuming test 2 qualifications, these spacecraft system combinations can be expected to result in a final mapping accuracy between 0.08 and 0.15%:

For $f = 100$ mm: all negative overlap combinations fall within this limit, whereas all 100% and positive overlap combinations exceed it up to 0.7%

For $f = 500$ mm: all convergency-overlap combinations

Again, the minimum and average values of the standard height errors can be found in Table 4.

5. Summary of conclusions. The most important general conclusions concerning external relative orientation may be summarized as follows:

(1) Application of the external relative orientation method to narrow-angle convergent stereomodels totally eliminates the influence of the parallax law discrepancy; i.e., the mapping accuracy consistently increases with increased focal length.

(2) On the other hand, contrary to the direct relative orientation approach, the enlarged image format has a slightly detrimental effect upon the obtained mapping accuracy.

(3) Generally speaking, only a few curves in Fig. 5 cross the empirical limit line of 0.025% and they are also very flat. This means that extreme caution must be exercised whenever external relative orientation of convergent stereomodels is used; i.e., unless highly accurate input parameters are available, the final mapping accuracy diminishes very rapidly.

(4) The most important conclusion, however, results from the comparison of the convergent and exter-
nal convergent models with respect to their absolute accuracy.

To some extent, it is difficult to perform the comparison of convergent and external convergent models correctly because the previously assumed observational error $\sigma = \pm 10 \mu m$ does not necessarily correspond to test 2 data in Table 3, so far as the other involved parameters are concerned.

As a matter of fact, based on a series of extensive experiments, it was found necessary to place this correspondence somewhere between tests 2 and 3. In this way, much more realistic and reliable results were obtained.

These results are shown schematically in Table 5. It can readily be seen that direct relative orientation of a convergent stereopair is not only possible, but also that it is better than its equivalent external solution, if the correct convergency-overlap combination is chosen. This accuracy increase is relatively small for small format and/or narrow-angle photography, but increases drastically when larger formats are used. This certainly can be considered as one of the most important and favorable conclusions of this report.

The only exception is represented by the small vidicon format ($f = 500 mm$), where the external solution is superior to the direct solution. Other exceptions would emerge if it were possible to obtain a parameter accuracy combination of about that of test 1 in Table 3. In this case, even small vidicon format ($f = 100 mm$) and large vidicon format ($f = 500 mm$) would give slightly better results for external solution than for direct solution. However, considering the overall difficulties of TV photography and of extraterrestrial photogrammetric mapping, this can never be expected to happen.

This fact, however, only underlines the problems connected with small vidicon mapping that were described in detail in the previous section, and, at the same time, emphasizes the necessity to develop and build a large vidicon TV camera system.

V. Systematic Calibration Errors

As was mentioned in previous sections, one of the very important conclusions of this study is that interior orientation errors resulting from calibration of the camera system tend to be strictly systematic, although their origin definitely is random.

The parameters involved are the focal length and the principal point eccentricity; i.e., the $x$ and $y$ difference between the geometrical image center defined by the reseau grid and the intersection point of the optical axis with the image plane (see Fig. 11).

It was also found that the influence of these parameters upon the final mapping accuracy can be neglected if calibration is correctly performed and the residual errors are kept within reasonable limits.

If this is not done, however, then the situation may be changed very rapidly. Experience has shown that calibration inaccuracies can become quite large (Surveyor photography is a good example in this respect), in which case their systematic influence can produce considerably distorted results.

A. Approach

Therefore, it was decided to treat these systematic errors in a separate series of investigations with the intent to define their propagation characteristics. This research was performed; results and conclusions are discussed in this section.

The fictitious convergent stereomodels described in previous sections were used for this error analysis.

Similarly, as with the relative and external relative orientation error analyses, these models were considered

| Table 5. Accuracy comparison between convergent and external convergent stereomodels (for assumed observational error $\sigma = \pm 10 \mu m$) |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **Stereomodel**  | **Obtained accuracy, %** |
|                  | FL = 25 mm | FL = 100 mm | FL = 500 mm |
| Small vidicon    |             |             |             |
| Convergent       | 0.08–0.23  | 0.1–1.2    | 0.4–10.0    |
| External convergent | 0.2–0.6    | 0.15        | 0.12         |
| Large vidicon    |             |             |             |
| Convergent       | 0.07–0.4    | 0.03–0.3    | 0.1–2.0     |
| External convergent | 0.25–1.0   | 0.15        | 0.13         |
| Lunar Orbiter    |             |             |             |
| Convergent       | —           | 0.017–0.04  | 0.015–0.2   |
| External convergent | —         | 0.18–0.3    | 0.14         |
| Large format     |             |             |             |
| Convergent       | —           | 0.013–0.06  | 0.003–0.02  |
| External convergent | —         | 0.25–1.2    | 0.15–0.25   |
for 100% overlap, negative overlap, and positive overlap, and the resulting average errors were computed from all these combinations.

In the interest of a realistic simulation of the desired systematic error propagation for each of the assumed convergent stereomodels, the procedure described in the following paragraphs was used.

The analytical approach itself was quite simple. No special error analysis was required; all that was necessary was to compute the relative orientation according to Eqs. (7-11) for different assumed calibration errors. The computed model coordinates, compared with their exact values, then explicitly determine the real absolute mapping accuracy that can be expected.

It was desired that the real absolute calibration error be tabulated in steps of 50 μm, which is different from previous computations where standard errors were used. Thus, the calibration parameters involved (i.e., focal length and principal point eccentricity) were directly changed without the necessity of converting assumed standard errors to their corresponding average values.

B. Results and Conclusions

1. Height mapping accuracy. Results of the error analysis that pertain to the height (Z-coordinate) mapping accuracy are shown in Fig. 6. The vertical scale represents real absolute calibration errors up to 500 μm, and the horizontal scale shows the corresponding average absolute height error \( \sigma_{Z/Z} \), which is expressed in percentages of the flight height. The empirical limit (0.025%) used in conventional photogrammetry is again marked (curve 0 means that results are so good that they do not even show on the graph).

The curves representing the propagation of errors are numbered according to respective camera system combinations (i.e., convergency calibration parameters–focal length–\( \gamma/Z \) ratio combinations that are shown in an attached table).

Abbreviations used for the pertinent calibration parameters are \( FD \) (focal length), \( PP \) (principal point eccentricity), and \( FD + PP \) (combined influence of both of these parameters).

a. General discussion. In virtually all cases, the average absolute height errors \( \sigma_{Z/Z} \) were computed from compact and evenly distributed values, which make the determination of their extreme values unnecessary. The few exceptions, some of them quite large, are shown in Table 6; the numbers indicate how many times the maximum error is larger and the minimum error smaller, respectively, than the anticipated average error. The minimum extremes are welcome, of course, but those camera system configurations with maximum influences should be treated with utmost caution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal length, mm</th>
<th>Stereomodel(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative overlap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive overlap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)SV = small vidicon; LV = large vidicon; LO = Lunar Orbiter, LF = large format.

b. Interpretation of results. The data shown in Fig. 6 are subject to the following convenient multiple interpretation.

**Determination of anticipated systematic influence.** For known or assumed definite spacecraft system configurations and for known or assumed interior orientation calibration errors, anticipated systematic influence \( \sigma_{Z/Z} \) can be determined:

Example: The spacecraft system parameters are defined by small vidicon, \( \gamma = 80 \) deg and \( f = 100 \) mm. Principal point eccentricity is accurately known, but focal length was not correctly calibrated, and its average error is expected to reach a value of up to \( \pm 100 \) μm. From the table in Fig. 6a, it can be seen that curve 3 is representative of this case and, therefore, a negligible systematic influence of only 0.0012% can be expected. However, Table 6 must nevertheless be consulted for eventual extreme values. For this particular model, this means that 100% and negative overlap are unaffected, but positive overlap can have a few extreme points with a maximum error of up to 0.012%.

**Determination of parameters of a specific spacecraft system.** For a maximum tolerable systematic error and for known or assumed interior orientation calibration errors, parameters of a specific spacecraft system can be determined.
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Example: *Lunar Orbiter*-format size with \( f = 100 \) mm is used. Focal length is perfectly calibrated, but principal point eccentricity is not known and can be assumed to reach a value of up to \( \pm 50 \) \( \mu \)m. The resulting systematic influence should be kept below 0.05\%. Figure 6c shows that curves 1–10 comply with these requirements, which, according to the attached table, means that a convergence of \( \gamma = 40 \) or \( \gamma = 80 \) deg must be used. Table 6 shows no extreme values for positive overlap, and only a considerable minimum influence for negative overlap, which is very favorable.

**Definition of required maximum interior orientation calibration criteria.** For maximum tolerable systematic error influence and for known or assumed spacecraft system parameters, required maximum interior orientation calibration criteria can be defined.

Example: The camera is equipped with a large vidicon format and the spacecraft system parameters are defined by \( \gamma = 120 \) deg and \( f = 100 \) mm. The maximum systematic error influence should not exceed 0.05\%. From the table in Fig. 6b, it can readily be seen that curves 5 and 8 must be used. Using an approach similar to that used earlier, these calibration limits can be determined:

\[ \pm 400 \, \mu \text{m for focal length} \]
\[ \pm 60 \, \mu \text{m for principal point eccentricity} \]

To obtain a complete picture, one more problem must be realized. The systematic error influences discussed so far were of strictly absolute nature; however, whenever systematic errors occur, the importance of their relative differences becomes very critical.

It was decided, therefore, to determine, in addition to average absolute height errors \( \sigma_{z/2} \) shown in Fig. 6, maximum relative height errors \( \rho_{z/2} \) (i.e., relative height differences between two extreme model points).

Their values for any of the assumed stereomodels can be simply computed from these relations:

- For focal length: \( \max \rho_{z/2} = 0 \)
- For principal point eccentricity: \( \max \rho_{z/2} = 2 \sigma_{z/2} \)
- For combined influence: \( \max \rho_{z/2} = 2 \sigma_{z/2} \)

This means that all accuracy criteria derived from Fig. 6 should be correspondingly reduced whenever principal point eccentricity is involved and systematic relative differences are considered.

c. **Conclusions.** The analysis of systematic influences of interior orientation calibration errors (i.e., of focal length and principal point inaccuracies) upon the mapping accuracy of convergent stereomodels resulted in these important general conclusions:

1. The influence drastically diminishes with increased focal length (for any convergency–image format combination).
2. The influence considerably increases when larger image format is used (for any convergency–focal length combination).
3. The influence rapidly increases with increased convergence (for any image–focal length combination).
4. Principal point eccentricity has a much stronger influence than has focal length, which is reflected not only by their respective absolute errors, but also by the fact that the combined influence of both these parameters is practically equal to that of principal point eccentricity alone.
5. Conclusions (1) and (2) taken together mean that influence is a function of the camera field of view.

Thus, in most of these cases, the systematic error propagation trend runs contrary to the random error trend described in earlier sections. This, of course, is unfavorable, but, fortunately, the magnitude of this systematic influence can usually be kept below the random level.

On the other hand, conclusions (1), (2), and (3) are extremely favorable from the calibration procedure standpoint and together can be considered one of the most significant contributions of this study.

It is apparent that calibration requirements can be kept very low, or in some cases even completely eliminated, if small image formats and/or large focal lengths are used. This is very fortunate, because, as is explained in Section VII, interior orientation calibration of such systems can become very difficult or even impossible.

However, when large image formats and/or small focal lengths (i.e., large fields of view) are used, these systematic influences can become very critical, particularly for increased convergencies. But, in these cases, accurate interior orientation calibrations should not be connected with any extraordinary difficulties.
Therefore, no matter what the combination or configuration, it is absolutely necessary to consult its respective systematic error propagation before any calibration is performed, or before any conclusions concerning the final mapping accuracy are made.

**Conclusion (4)** is then closely correlated with the other conclusions mentioned earlier. It has been a generally accepted practice in photogrammetry that focal length only was calibrated, usually with a high degree of accuracy, whereas principal point eccentricity was widely neglected. It can clearly be seen now that at least the same attention must be paid to the latter parameter as to the former if major systematic model distortions are to be avoided.

2. **X- and Y-error propagation.** As is explained in Sections III and IV, positional error analysis is not necessary when random errors only are involved. However, this assumption does not hold true for systematic errors. In this case, the X- and Y-error propagation is completely independent and can differ considerably from the height (Z-direction) mapping accuracy. It was decided, therefore, to treat these cases in a separate series of investigations. The results of this effort are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

a. **General discussion.** The stereomodels and approach used for the height error analysis were used here; however, there are some minor changes and deviations that should be pointed out.

It would be very impractical to determine all absolute positional errors in percentages of their corresponding X or Y coordinates, and, instead, absolute positional errors were computed in relation to the same flight height (i.e., as $\sigma_{X/Z}$ and $\sigma_{Y/Z}$).

To save expensive computer time, systematic influence upon positional accuracy was computed for 100% overlap only. Thus, the obtained results reasonably well represent the average absolute positional errors, but it was not possible to determine any eventual extreme values as was done in Table 6 for the height accuracy. However, the eventual extreme values can be expected to be of about the same order and for the same stereomodels as shown in Table 6.

On the other hand, it was necessary to show the maximum relative positional errors by separate dashed curves in Figs. 7 and 8 because, with a few exceptions only, they do not follow the same consistent pattern as the height errors. If the dashed curve is identical with one of the solid curves, then this identity is indicated in the attached table by three parallel lines (e.g., $=9$).

b. **Interpretation of results.** This, of course, complicates the graphs, but a simple example will satisfactorily clarify them.

Example: The spacecraft system parameters are defined by small vidicon, $\gamma = 120$ deg and $f = 100$ mm. Focal length is accurately known, but principal point eccentricity was not calibrated and is expected to be equal to ±200 μm.

The X-direction influence will be investigated first (see Fig. 7a). As the explanatory table shows, the average absolute error is represented by curve 11 (solid line) and the maximum relative error by curve 1' (dashed line). It can clearly be seen that the relative influence is absolutely negligible, whereas the absolute error $\sigma_{X/Z} = 0.8\%$ is quite large. This, of course, makes any mapping results based on this particular stereomodel unacceptable, unless correct principal point calibration is performed.

An identical procedure is used for the Y-direction analysis. Curve 7' in Fig. 8a defines an error of 0.16%, which cannot be neglected, and curve 11 defines an error of 0.4%. Therefore, the conclusion noted earlier can be repeated.

c. **Conclusions.** A similar error analysis can be derived for any other eventual parameter combination. Using Figs. 7 and 8, this was done, and these general conclusions become apparent for systematic positional errors:

1. Error propagation considerably decreases with increased focal length (for any convergency-image format combination). The only exception is represented by the large format, which shows a few anomalies in the X-coordinate accuracy.

2. The influence of focal length gradually increases when larger format is used, but is practically constant for principal point eccentricity and for the combined influence of both these parameters (with the exception of a few large format anomalies, this conclusion pertains to any convergency–focal length combination).

3. The influence of systematic calibration errors slowly increases with increased convergency (for any image format–focal length combination).

4. Principal point has a much stronger influence than focal length.
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### Table: Convergency - Calibration Parameter - Focal Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal Length</th>
<th>Small Vidicon</th>
<th>Large Vidicon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9°</td>
<td>2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>2°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figures:

**Fig. 8.** Convergent photography systematic calibration errors: Y-coordinates
It can thus be seen that height and positional influences have basically the same trend, but their absolute magnitudes, and particularly their relative values, can differ considerably. This fact only confirms the necessity of their separate investigations.

3. General conclusions. The most significant conclusions concerning systematic calibration errors may be summarized as follows:

It is necessary to treat the interior orientation calibration errors (i.e., focal length and principal point eccentricity) as separate systematic errors, although their origin is random. Their influence on height and positional accuracy is different, and spreads from insignificant to unacceptable values. The desired graphs can conveniently be used for both error analysis and for determination of accuracy criteria of a specific spacecraft system; this should always be done.

VI. Image Quality
A. Approach

In an effort to make the investigations and their conclusions more relevant, a series of supplementary analog tests was performed. Whereas the preceding sections deal exclusively with theoretical problems of error analysis applied to convergent photogrammetry, this section and Section VII discuss the practical problems of image quality and interior orientation calibration, respectively.

The importance of highly accurate image measurements has been clearly shown. As can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5, the curves representing the law of error propagation are relatively flat (i.e., slope \(<1\)), which means that the final mapping accuracy rapidly decreases with increased observational errors.

A great deal of progress has been made in this respect by the use of digital image processing techniques (Ref. 6); however, the absolute magnitude of the detrimental effect of TV scanning upon the image quality has not as yet been fully determined.

Therefore, the objective of the image quality tests was to find answers to these questions, particularly to those of image resolution and reseau mark quality.

In the context of this discussion, resolution is defined as ability of the camera system to distinguish fine image details. Resolution is not uniform and must be considered separately for different directions.

The vertical resolution, measured perpendicularly to the scan lines, is mainly affected by the scanning geometry. The horizontal resolution, measured in a direction parallel with the scan lines, is mainly influenced by system noise, the transmission channel, and the finite aperture of the scanning beam, and is usually better than the vertical resolution. Because of other system aberrations, resolution also decreases radially outward from the optical axis.

The theoretical and mathematical aspects of this problem have been described in detail (Ref. 7). Consequently, it is not necessary to repeat them in this report and full attention will be given to practical results.

The analog test itself was based on a test grid, which was set up on a smooth, flat wall. Using a Zeiss SMK-120 stereometric camera (image format \(80 \times 100\) mm, focal length \(= 60\) mm) a series of stereo pictures of this grid were taken. These pictures were then measured on a Mann monocomparator, which enabled determination of their observational and absolute orientation accuracy.

In the next step, the same pictures were converted to simulated TV photographs using a video film converter. Two different TV scan line widths (1000- and 600-line modes) were applied, and the signal-to-noise ratio was maintained at about 20:1, which characterizes very good pictures. The procedure was then repeated, and the comparison of the obtained results revealed interesting facts about TV image quality.

The test grid (Fig. 9) consisted of 25 points that were marked by special alignment targets (Fig. 10). These targets, which are produced by Keuffel & Esser Co., can conveniently be used for any image scale. The size of the grid is \(2.6 \times 2.6\) m, which, at the chosen image scale, corresponds approximately to an image format of \(35 \times 35\) mm (the SMK-120 camera was approximately \(4.5\) m away from the grid).

To obtain accurate and reliable results, the coordinates of the test grid had to be perfectly known. The method of trilateration was designed for this purpose.

All horizontal, vertical, and diagonal distances between the grid points were measured with a calibrated steel
meter scale. The best standard error of one observation was ±0.06 mm, and the worst was ±0.15 mm, which is excellent.

Chosen was a right-handed coordinate system whose plane was identical with the test grid plane and whose Z-axis pointed from the center target toward the SMK-120 camera. In this manner, a redundant number of observations for a least-squares adjustment of the X and Y grid coordinates was obtained.

The distance between any two targets i and j can be computed from:

$$s_{i,j} = [(X_i - X_j)^2 + (Y_i - Y_j)^2]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

This, of course, is a true ideal condition that can never be satisfied. Instead, observed, approximate, and residual values must be introduced, which results in an observation equation:

$$s_{i,j}^* + v_{i,j} = [(X_i^* + \Delta X_i) - (X_j^* + \Delta X_j)]^2$$
$$+ [(Y_i^* + \Delta Y_i) - (Y_j^* + \Delta Y_j)]^2]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where

- $s_{i,j}^*$ = observed (measured) distance between two grid points i and j
- $v_{i,j}$ = residual observational error resulting from least-squares adjustment
- $X_i^*, Y_i^*, X_j^*, Y_j^*$ = approximate values of unknown grid coordinates of points i and j
- $\Delta X_i, \Delta Y_i, \Delta X_j, \Delta Y_j$ = corrections to the assumed approximate values
These equations must be further reduced by applying the Taylor’s series expansion. Linearized observation equations of the following type are obtained:

\[ v_{i,j} = p_1 \Delta X_i + p_2 \Delta Y_i + p_3 \Delta X_j + p_4 \Delta Y_j + I_{i,j} \]  
\[ \text{where} \]
\[ I_{i,j} = [(X_i - X_q)^2 + (Y_i - Y_q)^2]^{1/2} - s_{i,j} - s_{i,j}^0 \]
\[ p_1 = \frac{X_i - X_q}{s_{i,j}} \]
\[ p_2 = \frac{Y_i - Y_q}{s_{i,j}} \]
\[ p_3 = -p_1 \]
\[ p_4 = -p_2 \]

If all measured distances are used a complex system of observation equations is used that can be written in a compact matrix form:

\[ V = PA = L \]

The least-squares solution of these equations is based on the requirement that the weighted sum of the squares of the residual errors is equal to minimum, i.e.:

\[ V^T W V = \text{min} \]

Equation (17) can be differentiated with respect to the individual unknown parameters, which results in a system of normal equations:

\[ N\Delta = U \]

where

\[ N = P^T W P \]
\[ U = -P^T W L \]

The computational process naturally is an iterative one, and, if \( \mu \) is the standard error of unit weight after the final iteration, the variance–covariance matrix of the adjusted grid coordinates can be computed from:

\[ M = N^{-1} \mu^2 \]

A FORTRAN program was written for this purpose, and the resulting standard error of unit weight was ±0.09 mm, which corresponds to approximately 0.002% of the camera distance.

The Z-coordinates of the test grid were read on the same steel meter scale with a theodolite pointed parallel with the XY plane. The resulting average standard error was ±0.12 mm, which corresponds to 0.0027% of the camera distance.

The test grid can thus be considered as absolutely perfect for the given objectives because its coordinate accuracy considerably exceeds the observational accuracy of the test itself.

Another problem was that commercially produced cameras of this type usually do not have calibrated fiducial marks; however, with a Mann monocomparator they were measured on all exposed plates and the same trilateration method as described earlier enabled their reliable least-squares adjustment with a resulting average standard error of less than ±1 \( \mu \)m.

The video film converter was not equipped to accommodate image formats of the given size and it was, therefore, necessary to use reduced images. The rate of reduction was chosen in such a way that image resolution of approximately 0.025 mm (i.e., 40 line pairs/mm) was obtained. This corresponds very well to conditions of regular vidicon photography; however, because of image format reduction, the object resolution measured in the test grid plane was rather low.

B. Results

Consequently, the conclusions stated herein must be considered as pertaining to the worst low-resolution cases, particularly the 600-line scan mode, whereas high resolution photography can be expected to produce proportionately better results.

As was mentioned earlier, the basic objective of this test was to define the detrimental effect of TV photography upon the mapping accuracy. This was done by comparing the observational and absolute orientation accuracies.

1. Comparison of observational accuracy. Ten different pictures of the test grid were taken with the SMK-120 camera and the obtained glass plates were converted to simulated TV pictures using 1000- and 600-line scan modes. Each of these was then observed several times on a Mann monocomparator; the method enabled a compar-
ison of observational accuracy between corresponding grid points.

However, one additional problem was encountered in the converted TV images. The general quality of these pictures was poor, but digital image processing was applied and the final pictures were enhanced to an excellent level of clarity and detail.

This in itself proves how important digital image processing is, although only contrast enhancement was used and no attempt was made to improve or eliminate geometric distortions.

The four previously calibrated fiducial marks were used for transformation of the observed image coordinates into the camera system. Normal affine transformation was used:

$$
\begin{align*}
\bar{x} &= x + a_1 x + b_1 y + c_1 \\
\bar{y} &= y + a_2 x + b_2 y + c_2
\end{align*}
$$

where

$$x, y = \text{observed image coordinates}$$

$$\bar{x}, \bar{y} = \text{transformed image coordinates}$$

$$a_1, b_1, c_1, a_2, b_2, c_2 = \text{transformation parameters resulting from least-squares adjustment}$$

The results obtained are summarized in Table 7, which shows averaged standard errors of unit weight resulting from affine transformation for the fiducial marks and averaged standard observational errors for measured grid points.

It can clearly be seen from this table that the detrimental effect of TV photography is quite large. On the other hand, there does not seem to be too much difference between the 1000- and 600-line scan TV modes insofar as image point accuracy is concerned. However, the given numbers do not provide complete information because they do not relate anything about outliers (i.e., points that could not be measured at all, or that were eliminated because their observational accuracy was unacceptable). In fact, there were a few of these points in both the 1000- and 600-line scan TV pictures, and their number was much larger in the latter case.

Another interesting phenomenon is that, compared to the observed points, the fiducial marks have larger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Comparison of observational accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMK-120 camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiducial marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-coordinates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

standard errors and their accuracy decrease is much sharper. This can be explained in part by the way the fiducial marks were calibrated (i.e., regardless of the precautions and care that are taken, the trilateration method cannot supply as good results as factory calibration); however, these differences are insignificant.

These anomalies can be explained principally by the presence of optical, photometric, and electronic aberrations, as well as by geometric distortions, that evidently can assume very large values. In the interest of mapping accuracy, it is, therefore, necessary to confront these difficulties and to eliminate their influences, or at least considerably reduce them.

One way to do this would be to develop and construct larger vidicons with higher resolution and lower aberrations and distortions. Until this is done, however, it will be necessary to fully utilize the benefits of digital image processing and to give more attention to residual geometric distortions. Some of these problems and their aspects are discussed in Section VII.

2. Comparison of absolute orientation accuracy. Using the same SMK-120 pictures that were used in the comparison of observational accuracy, three different stereo-models of the test grid were evaluated for accuracy comparison purposes.

The SMK-120 camera represents a fixed orientation system widely used in terrestrial photogrammetry, which enables a simple computation of model coordinates:

$$
\begin{align*}
Z &= -b \cdot \frac{f}{p_2} \\
X &= -Z \cdot \frac{x'}{f} \\
Y &= -Z \cdot \frac{y'}{f}
\end{align*}
$$
where

\[ b = \text{stereophotogrammetric base (} b = 1200 \text{ mm in this particular case)} \]

\[ f = \text{focal length (for SMK-120,} f = 60 \text{ mm)} \]

\[ x', y' = \text{observed image coordinates of a target point measured on the left plate} \]

\[ p_e = \text{horizontal parallax} \]

Based on different image observations, this was done several times for all three pertinent cases: the SMK-120 camera and the 1000- and 600-line scan TV pictures.

Equations (21–23) usually are sufficient for any practical purposes; however, experience has shown that in many cases residual aberrations and imperfections of the fixed stereometric camera system can be improved by using the normal relative orientation approach. It was decided, therefore, to use this method as well (its description can be found in Refs. 1 or 2 or in any basic photogrammetric manual).

In the next step, the obtained stereomodel coordinates, both from Eqs. (21–23) and from relative orientation adjustment, were transformed into the given test grid coordinate system by using the method of absolute orientation.

Generally speaking, transformation from one system into another—in this case, from the test grid system into the stereomodel one and vice versa—is a function of three rotations, three translations, and a scale factor that can be written in a simple matrix form:

\[ X_M = sAX_0 + B \] (24)

where

\[ X_M = \text{stereomodel coordinates} \]

\[ s = \text{scale factor} \]

\[ A = \text{rotational matrix going from ground into model system} \]

\[ X_0 = \text{given test grid coordinates} \]

\[ B = \text{translational vector} \]

and for the reversed final transformation:

\[ X_0 = \frac{1}{s} A^T [X_M - B] \] (25)

This, of course, is, again, an iterative least-squares adjustment problem involving seven unknown parameters. As before, let \( a \) denote approximate values and \( o \) observed values; then Eq. (24) can be reduced to the familiar observation equation form:

\[ V + X_o^0 = (sAX_o + B)^{a} + d(sAX_o + B)^{o} \] (26)

or

\[ V = L + PA \] (26a)

Solution of this system of observation equations is the same as was shown in Eqs. (17–19); however, after the unknown seven parameters are determined, Eq. (25) must still be used for the actual transformation from the model system into the test grid system.

The statistical results of this test are shown in Table 8, which gives the averaged values of resulting standard errors of unit weight, as well as their corresponding percentages with respect to the object distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Terrestrial photogrammetry</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>1000-line scan TV picture</th>
<th>600-line scan TV picture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMK-120 camera</td>
<td>Averaged value of resulting standard errors of unit weight, mm</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corresponding percentage with respect to object distance, %</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative orientation</td>
<td>Averaged value of resulting standard errors of unit weight, mm</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corresponding percentage with respect to object distance, %</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that a conclusion similar to that from Table 7 can be drawn from Table 8: the detrimental influence of TV photography upon final mapping accuracy is quite strong. The relatively small difference between the 1000- and 600-line scan mode results can again be explained by the number of eliminated outliers.
(i.e., points that could not be used for absolute orientation least-squares adjustment).

In addition, it will be noticed that relative orientation actually yields slightly better results than the simpler method of terrestrial photogrammetry, which only confirms the general experience mentioned earlier.

It would be very interesting to compare these practical results with those of theoretical error analysis described in Section III, but, unfortunately, none of the stereo-models treated there can be considered as fully representative of the SMK-120 camera system. Nevertheless, Fig. 4c, which is closest to this particular combination, shows an amazing correlation between the theoretical and practical results. This, again, indirectly confirms that the derived error analysis is correct and also that the performed analog test was realistic.

C. Conclusions

Considering the original constraints of the TV converting procedure, it must not be forgotten that all these results are characteristic of low-resolution photography, so that high-resolution photography can be expected to produce somewhat better results. However, these most important conclusions pertaining to TV image quality and the resulting mapping accuracy can be repeated:

1. Larger vidicon with higher resolution and lower aberrations and distortions is extremely desirable.
2. Digital image-processing techniques should be utilized to their full capacity.
3. Residual geometric distortions of the camera system should be calibrated and analytically eliminated.

VII. Interior Orientation Calibration

Photometric calibration of a TV camera system represents a complex problem that requires a combined intensive effort. It has been performed with success in the Ranger, Surveyor, and Mariner Projects.

However, from the photogrammetric point of view, only basic optical calibrations were obtained. This type of incomplete photogrammetric calibration may result in dangerous systematic or pseudo-systematic errors that unfavorably influence the mapping accuracy. These problems have been indicated and described several times in previous sections; however, it was considered necessary to devote a separate section to their detailed discussion. The importance of a complex interior orientation calibration procedure (i.e., determination of the correct focal length, principal point eccentricity, and complex geometric distortions) is evident and it definitely should be integrated with the overall camera system calibration activity. These calibrations can be done either optically or analytically.

Optical calibration procedures have been widely and successfully used for this purpose for some time; however, they require the use of special optical benches with high-precision collimators and other expensive measuring devices. Moreover, their applicability to extraterrestrial TV cameras is somewhat limited. This makes the analytical approach, or at least a combination of both these methods, quite attractive and desirable.

A. Approach

One of the best and most comprehensive mathematical derivations of analytical calibration pertaining to TV photography can be found in Ref. 7. The results and conclusions contained therein were modified and extended to meet specific problems of this task, and a complex FORTRAN program was written to enable computation of all the required photogrammetric parameters. The solution is based on the principle of collinearity between the image and object planes; the latter is represented by an accurate test grid:

\[ F_x = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ A_xB & A_zB \end{vmatrix} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

\[ F_y = \begin{vmatrix} y & z \\ A_yB & A_zB \end{vmatrix} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where

\[ x, y = \text{image coordinates corrected for the principal point eccentricity and the lens distortion influence} \]

\[ z = \text{the negative focal length} \]

\[ A = \text{the rotational matrix going from "ground" to "photo" using the X, Y, Z (ω, φ, κ) sequence of rotation, and} \]

\[ B = \begin{bmatrix} X - X_o \\ Y - Y_o \\ Z - Z_o \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

is the translational vector between object plane points and camera system center of projection.
The problem now is to determine the optimum adjusted values of image coordinates \( x, y \).

Figure 11 clearly shows the relation between correct coordinates \( x, y \) and observed coordinates \( x, y \), as far as principal point eccentricity is concerned:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= x - x_p \\
y &= y - y_p
\end{align*}
\]  

Equations (30) and (31) must now be further extended to express the lens-distortion influence.

There are basically two kinds of geometrical distortion: optical distortion and electronic distortion.

Electronic distortion can be numerically eliminated, or at least considerably reduced, if accurate reseau grid is available (see Section VI and Ref. 6), but optical and residual electronic distortion must be analytically defined. These problems are treated in detail in Ref. 7, and it was possible, therefore, to utilize the final conclusions contained therein.

Equations (30) and (31) can then be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= (\bar{x} - x_p) (1 + p_1 r^2 + p_2 r^4) - (\bar{y} - y_p) \\
y &= (\bar{y} - y_p) (1 + p_1 r^2 + p_2 r^4) + (\bar{x} - x_p) \\
&\times (q_1 r + q_2 r^3) - t_1 r^2 + t_2 r^4) \sin \theta_o
\end{align*}
\]  

where

\[ p_1, p_2 = \text{coefficients defining symmetric radial distortion} \]
\[ q_1, q_2 = \text{coefficients defining symmetric tangential distortion} \]
\[ t_1, t_2 = \text{coefficients defining asymmetric radial and tangential distortion} \]
\[ \theta_o = \text{angular distance of the axis of maximum asymmetric distortion, and} \]
\[ r = \sqrt{([x - x_p]^2 + (y - y_p)^2} \]

is radial distance between the principal point and observed points

Equations (30a) and (31a) can be substituted into Eqs. (27) and (28), and, using the Taylor's series expansion, the following observation equations can be obtained:

\[
[C_{(2x2)} V_{(2x1)} + D_{(2x16)} \Delta_{(16x1)} + E_{(2x1)} = 0
\]  

where

\[ C = \text{coefficient matrix of observed image coordinates } \bar{x}, \bar{y} \]
\[ V = \text{vector of } \bar{x}, \bar{y} \]
\[ D = \text{coefficient matrix of unknown parameters} \]
\[ \Delta = \text{vector of unknown parameters} \]
\[ E = \text{vector of constant terms} \]

These 16 unknown parameters are involved in the process of least-squares adjustment:

Lens distortion coefficients \( p_1, p_2, q_1, q_2, t_1, \) and \( t_2 \)

Angular distance \( \theta_o \)

Principal point eccentricity \( x_p, y_p \)

Focal length \( z \) (i.e., its negative value)

Rotation \( \phi, \psi, \kappa \)

Coordinates of the center of projection \( X_o, Y_o, Z_o \)

The required coefficients \( c \) and \( d \), as well as the constant terms \( e \), can now be derived as follows:

If

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \phi \cos \kappa & \cos \phi \sin \kappa + \sin \phi \sin \kappa & \sin \phi \sin \kappa - \cos \phi \sin \phi \cos \kappa \\
-\cos \phi \sin \kappa & \cos \phi \cos \kappa - \sin \phi \sin \phi \cos \kappa & \sin \phi \cos \kappa + \cos \phi \sin \phi \cos \kappa \\
\sin \phi & -\sin \phi \cos \kappa & \cos \phi \cos \kappa
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
a_{1,1} & a_{1,2} & a_{1,3} \\
a_{2,1} & a_{2,2} & a_{2,3} \\
a_{3,1} & a_{3,2} & a_{3,3}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_1 \\
A_2 \\
A_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[ P = \text{PRINCIPAL POINT} \]
\[ R = \text{CENTER RESEAU MARK} \]
\[ Q = \text{OBSERVED POINT} \]

\[
c_{1,1} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial x} = A_3 B \left( 1 + p_t r^2 + p_t r^4 \right)
\]
\[
c_{1,2} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial y} = -A_3 B (q_1 r + q_3 r^3)
\]
\[
d_{1,1} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial p_1} = A_3 B (\bar{x} - x_P) r^2
\]

\[
d_{1,11} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \omega} = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ 0 & a_{1,3} \end{vmatrix} \cdot B
\]
\[
d_{1,12} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \phi} = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ \frac{\partial (A_3 B)}{\partial \phi} & \frac{\partial (A_3 B)}{\partial \phi} \end{vmatrix}
\]

where

\[
\frac{\partial (A_3 B)}{\partial \phi} = \begin{bmatrix} -\sin \phi \cos \kappa & \sin \omega \cos \phi \cos \kappa & -\cos \omega \cos \phi \cos \kappa \end{bmatrix} \cdot B
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (A_3 B)}{\partial \phi} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \phi & \sin \omega \sin \phi & -\cos \omega \sin \phi \end{bmatrix} \cdot B
\]

\[
d_{1,13} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \kappa} = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ a_{2,1} & a_{2,2} \end{vmatrix} \cdot B
\]
\[
d_{1,14} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial X_0} = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ a_{1,3} & a_{3,1} \end{vmatrix}
\]
\[
d_{1,15} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial Y_0} = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ a_{1,2} & a_{3,2} \end{vmatrix}
\]

\[ d_{1,2} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial p_2} = A_3 B (\bar{y} - y_P) r^4 \]
\[ d_{1,3} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial q_1} = -A_3 B (\bar{y} - y_P) r^3 \]
\[ d_{1,4} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial q_2} = -A_3 B (\bar{y} - y_P) r^2 \]
\[ d_{1,5} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \ell_1} = -A_3 B r^2 \sin \theta_0 \]
\[ d_{1,6} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \ell_2} = -A_3 B r^3 \sin \theta_0 \]
\[ d_{1,7} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial \theta_0} = -A_3 B (r t_1^2 + t_2^2 r^4) \cos \theta_0 \]
\[ d_{1,8} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial x_P} = -A_3 B (1 + p_t r^2 + p_t r^4) \]
\[ d_{1,9} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial y_P} = A_3 B (q_1 r + q_3 r^3) \]
\[ d_{1,10} = \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial z} = -A_3 B \]

**Fig. 11. Image plane geometry**
\[ d_{1,11} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \omega} = \begin{vmatrix} y & z \\ a_{1,3} & a_{3,3} \end{vmatrix} \]

\[ e_1 = \begin{vmatrix} x & z \\ A_1B & A_2 \end{vmatrix} \]

and similarly, for the \( F_y \) function:

\[ c_{2,1} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{x}} = A_3X (q_1 r + q_2 r^2) = -c_{1,2} \]

\[ c_{2,2} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{y}} = A_3X (1 + p_1 r^2 + p_2 r^4) = c_{1,1} \]

\[ d_{2,1} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{p}_1} = A_3B (\bar{y} - y_p) \]

\[ d_{2,2} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{p}_2} = A_3B (\bar{y} - y_p) \]

\[ d_{2,3} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{q}_1} = A_3B (\bar{x} - x_p) \]

\[ d_{2,4} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{q}_2} = A_3B (\bar{x} - x_p) \]

\[ d_{2,5} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{t}_1} = A_3Br^2 \cos \theta_0 \]

\[ d_{2,6} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \bar{t}_2} = A_3Br^2 \cos \theta_0 \]

\[ d_{2,7} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \omega} = -A_3B (t_1 r^2 + t_2 r^4) \sin \theta_0 \]

\[ d_{2,8} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \psi} = -A_3B (q_1 r + q_2 r^2) = -d_{1,9} \]

\[ d_{2,9} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \psi} = -A_3B (1 + p_1 r^2 + p_2 r^4) = d_{1,8} \]

\[ d_{2,10} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial z} = -A_3B \]

\[ d_{2,11} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \omega} = \begin{vmatrix} y & z \\ a_{2,3} & a_{3,3} \end{vmatrix} \cdot B \]

\[ d_{2,12} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial \psi} = \begin{vmatrix} y & z \\ \frac{\partial (A_3B)}{\partial \psi} & \frac{\partial (A_3B)}{\partial \psi} \end{vmatrix} \]
where

\[
\frac{\partial (A_i B)}{\partial \phi} = [\sin \phi \sin \kappa \quad -\sin \omega \cos \phi \sin \kappa \quad \cos \omega \cos \phi \sin \kappa] \cdot B
\]

\[
\frac{\partial (A_i B)}{\partial \phi} = [\cos \phi \quad \sin \omega \sin \phi \quad -\cos \omega \sin \phi] \cdot B
\]

\[
d_{2,15} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial x} = \begin{bmatrix} y & z \\ -a_{1,1} & -a_{1,2} & -a_{1,3} \end{bmatrix} \cdot B
\]

\[
d_{2,14} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial x_0} = \begin{bmatrix} y & z \\ a_{2,1} & a_{2,1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
d_{2,15} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial y_0} = \begin{bmatrix} y & z \\ a_{2,2} & a_{2,2} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
d_{2,16} = \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial z_0} = \begin{bmatrix} y & z \\ a_{2,3} & a_{2,3} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
e_z = \begin{bmatrix} y & z \end{bmatrix} A_2 B \quad A_2 B
\]

Similarly, as in the trilateration case (Eqs. (16–18)), solution of observation Eq. (32) is based on the same least-squares requirement; i.e.,

\[
V^T W V = \min
\]

(33) \(= (16)

which leads to a familiar system of normal equations:

\[
N \Delta = U
\]

(34) \(= (17)

where

\[
N = D^T W D
\]

\[
U = -D^T W E
\]

However, determination of the weight matrix \(W\) is somewhat more complicated than before because there are two observed quantities in each observation equation instead of the usual one; i.e.,

\[
W = [C W_o^{-1} C^T]^{-1}
\]

(35)

where \(W_o\) is the weight matrix of the observed image coordinates \(\bar{x}\) and \(\bar{y}\) (in most cases \(W_o = I\)).

The whole process, naturally, is an iterative one and several iterations are always required before all \(\Delta\) expressions start converging toward zero. After the final iteration, Eq. (19) can again be used for computation of the variance–covariance matrix of the adjusted parameters.

All original starting values can be chosen as equal to zero, except for \(f, x_o, y_o,\) and \(z_o\), which are always known with a sufficient degree of accuracy. However, special attention must be paid to parameters \(t_i\) and \(\theta_0\). In the case of a very small or zero asymmetric distortion, which is the most likely case, these two parameters can easily result in an indeterminate system of normal equations. It is, therefore, necessary to:

1. \(\text{(1)}\) Assign some starting value to parameter \(t_i\), either from experience or from trial runs.

2. \(\text{(2)}\) Treat \(\theta_0\) as an observed quantity by adding a simple observation equation with a very small weight factor. (If desired, a similar procedure can be applied to coordinates \(X_o, Y_o,\) and \(Z_o\) as well, but it is not necessary.)

B. Results and Conclusions

1. \textit{Theoretical tests.} A series of numerical tests based on hypothetical fictitious models was performed to verify the usefulness and applicability of this method.
At least nine test grid points are required for a least-squares fit; however, a larger number should be used for a more reliable adjustment.

**a. Approach.** The basic idea of the test was very simple. Known calibration inaccuracies and distortions were introduced into the assumed fictitious models, and the corresponding image coordinates were gradually changed in a random fashion. Using the described method, the resulting adjusted parameters were then compared with their hypothetical correct values. The same image formats as before (i.e., small vidicon, large vidicon, Lunar Orbiter, and large format) were used.

**b. Results.** Generally speaking, the obtained results were excellent, particularly for larger formats and/or smaller focal lengths. However, for very narrow-angle photography, the differences became larger as did the standard errors of these adjusted parameters. In some cases, mainly for the small-vidicon photography, the least-squares adjustment had a tendency to result in an ill-conditioned system of normal equations that either gave an unrealistic solution or failed to converge at all.

These results are unfortunate, but only to a certain degree. It will be remembered from the discussion in Section V that calibration requirements can be reduced considerably, or even eliminated, if very narrow-angle photography is used. This conclusion is, of course, very fortunate from the calibration procedure standpoint and should always be remembered before any accuracy criteria and limits are set.

**c. Conclusions.** The investigations performed and their pertinent conclusions may be summarized as follows:

1. The theoretical background of this method, as well as its mathematical derivation, is correct. In most cases, the theory and its derivation can successfully and effectively be used for a complex photogrammetric calibration of the given camera system.

2. The test grid used should contain at least nine points, but an increased number will provide better and more reliable results. On the other hand, more than 50 points should not be used either, because, in this case, the obtained accuracy increase is not commensurate with the tremendously increased numerical effort. Test grid of 25 points can, therefore, be recommended as an optimum solution.

**d. Solution of difficulties.** When the aforementioned numerical difficulties connected with narrow-angle photography occur, some of the following steps, or combinations of these steps, can be taken to facilitate the solution:

1. Separate observation equations for $X_0$, $Y_0$, and $Z_0$ coordinates of the center of projection can be added with assigned low weight factors (similarly as for $\theta_0$).

2. On the other hand, rotations $\omega, \phi,$ and $\kappa$ can eventually be treated as constants if their approximate values are reasonably well known. Experience usually has shown that these parameters may act as strong diverging factors, whereas their omission cannot significantly influence the adjusted values of the other parameters.

3. Combined optical and analytical calibration procedures should be used; e.g., the optical approach can conveniently be used for determination of the focal length and the principal point eccentricity, whereas the analytical method would be used for geometric distortions only. (There are, of course, a few other combinations or modifications that may be applied instead of the one mentioned here.)

4. The best solution of this problem, however, seems to be that of an extensive and consistent utilization of digital image processing techniques combined with the analytical method described earlier; i.e., digital image processing can be used not only for general image quality enhancement, but also for elimination of electronic distortions, whereas residual optical distortions and remaining unknown parameters can then be determined analytically.

2. **Practical tests.** To complete this study, a series of practical tests, in addition to the theoretical investigations described earlier, was performed. The purpose of these tests was two-fold: (1) to apply the designed analytical calibration method to a real camera system, and (2) similarly, as noted in the previous section, to define the detrimental effect of TV photography upon the image quality.

**a. Approach.** The Zeiss SMK-120 stereometric camera and the test grid (see Fig. 9) described in Section VI were used. Thus, the general assumptions and conclusions described therein pertain to this test as well.

**b. Results.** The results of this test are shown in Table 9. The manufacturer claims that both SMK-120 cameras are essentially distortion-free; the focal lengths are defined as $f_L = 60.44$ mm and $f_R = 60.40$ mm (left and right, respectively). No information is supplied concerning
### Table 9. Comparison of interior orientation calibration results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SMK-120 camera</th>
<th>1000-line scan TV picture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal length, mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>60.455 ± 0.018</td>
<td>60.466 ± 0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>60.433 ± 0.011</td>
<td>60.335 ± 0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed zero principal point eccentricity (x_p), mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>−0.136 ± 0.020</td>
<td>−0.228 ± 0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0.154 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.062 ± 0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed zero principal point eccentricity (y_p), mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0.035 ± 0.020</td>
<td>0.139 ± 0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>−0.018 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

principal point eccentricity, which suggests that it should be nonexistent.

It is very interesting to analyze the results obtained. The calibrated distortions were really insignificant and, therefore, were not even mentioned in Table 9. The average calibrated values of the focal lengths were \(f_L = 60.455 \pm 0.018\) mm and \(f_R = 60.433 \pm 0.011\) mm, which correspond very well to the given values. However, the assumed zero principal point eccentricities were calibrated to be as high as 0.154 mm. This may seem surprising, but, in reality, it only confirms that not enough attention had been paid to these important photogrammetric parameters. These parameters can, at least to a certain extent, be neglected when sufficient ground control points are available, but definitely not in extraterrestrial photogrammetry (see also Section V).

These calibrated parameters were also used for computation of the same stereomodels as discussed in Section VI. It is interesting to note that the resulting absolute orientation accuracy was considerably improved as a result. In the case of a fixed orientation camera system, the increase was from 0.5 mm/0.011% to 0.18 mm/0.004%, and for relative orientation, from 0.4 mm/0.009% to 0.14 mm/0.003%. This is another proof that interior orientation calibration should always be performed and that the designed analytical method is capable of achieving this goal.

**c. Conclusions.** As was the case with Table 8, Table 9 clearly illustrates the detrimental effect of TV photography upon image quality and its correlated measuring accuracy. The 1000-line scan TV models yielded a solution, although of a somewhat doubtful value, whereas, because of many outliers and generally poor image quality, the 600-line scan TV models could not be used at all.

Fortunately, this drawback can be overcome by a separate optical and electronic distortion calibration, as has been mentioned. For very narrow-angle cameras, all measurements can be performed directly in the vidicon image plane without the necessity of taking any pictures of the test target. Another possible approach would be to use the vidicon target as an object plane and observe it through the lens, but this would require certain additional modifications of the mathematical relations given here. However, these results undeniably confirm the final conclusions enumerated in the previous section, and all efforts should be made to ensure their practical implementation in future space-mapping missions.

### VIII. Conclusions

This report cannot claim to have solved all the aspects connected with the given problem. However, it is believed that the long-range objective of this project (i.e., definition of specific photogrammetric parameters that could be incorporated into an extraterrestrial television mapping system) has been achieved.

On the basis of experience, the research was devoted mainly to investigations of convergent photogrammetric stereomodels. An extensive error analysis of direct and external relative orientation was performed and described. Considerable attention was also paid to systematic influences of interior orientation calibration errors.

These theoretical investigations were supplemented by two practical tests. The first test investigated some aspects of TV image quality and its resulting influence upon the mapping accuracy, whereas the purpose of the second test was to design an effective analytical method for the complex interior orientation calibration.

It is expected that application of the resulting conclusions will enable an improved mapping capability in future missions.
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